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     Research Report: Ashwin Desai 
 
 
 
                     Neo-liberalism and its Discontents: The rise of    
                 Community Movements in post-apartheid South Africa 
                                                        
                                                             
Introduction 

 
The research report firstly spells out the socio-economic impact of the ANC’s adoption of 
neo-liberal economic policies. It then focuses on the reaction of communities who face 
the consequences of this rightward shift that manifests in evictions, electricity and water 
cut-offs affected at gunpoint under the guise of cost-recovery. Across South Africa 
community movements have arisen to confront these attacks on the poor. This report 
while looking at a range of movements concentrates on one such movement in Cape 
Town, the Mandela Park Anti-Eviction Campaign (MPAEC). The report relied on 
participatory observation, interviews with both leaders of the MPAEC and community 
members who attended the meetings, newspaper articles and press statements made by 
the MPAEC. 
 
Witnessing the transition 
 
The World Economic Forum (WEF) opened in Durban at the International 
Convention Centre (ICC) on 5 June 2002.  I managed, on the strength of an 
SABC interview, to enter the portals of the ICC. As the day unfolded I 
moved between a passionate band of protestors outside and the soirée 
happening inside. It gave a wonderful insight into the unfolding transition in 
the country. Inside Jay Naidoo, the former Congress of South African Trade 
Unions (COSATU) general secretary and Minister in charge of the 
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP), wandered around. He 
wore a beautiful green suit and a pair of brogues with an extra layer of 
leather on the heel. Working the other side of the expansive foyer was 
former chief of National Economic Development and Labour Council 
(NEDLAC) and Arms Acquisitions czar now Executive Director of the J&J 
Group Jayendra Naidoo. As they moved closer, I watched from the balcony 
with bated breath. Without taking their eyes off future contacts and contracts 
they passed each other in choreographed moves reminiscent of the O'Jays. 
Outside the protestors were being pushed behind barricades some 300 
metres from the ICC. At the previous year’s WEF conference they were 
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right outside the ICC but this time the police would have none of it. 
Undettered, the protestors were busy rigging up a speaker system and giving 
out pamphlets condemning Thabo Mbeki's New Partnership for African 
Development (NEPAD) as a homegrown form of structural adjustment.  
 
Mbeki arrived in a flurry of blurring sirens and blue lights and headed 
straight for the Hilton Hotel. It was time to go back into the ICC. The 
programme showed the most famous names in international and local 
business: Johnathan Oppenheimer from De Beers; Patrice Motsepe from 
African Rainbow Minerals; Carl Niehaus ex-ANC MP now with De Loitte 
& Touche; Iraj Abedian one of the drafters of the Growth, Employment and 
Redistribution (GEAR) programme now with Standard Bank; Leon 
Vermaak Chief Executive Officer of Sanlam; Leslie Maasdorp ex Deputy 
Director General in the Department of Public Enterprises in charge of 
privatisation now International Advisor with Goldman Sachs; Harold 
Shablom from Exxon. There was Trevor Manuel, Simba Makoni the 
Zimbabwean Minister of Finance and a host of African leaders. Even the 
notorious Thames Water Company was on the list. Mark Shuttleworth, 
described in the WEF document as a "national hero in South Africa when he 
sold his consulting company", was everywhere. NEPAD was also 
everywhere. It was described as a "prudent response to global realities". My 
mind wandered to a bit of first year sociology and C. Wright Mills’ notion of 
"crack-pot realism". So labelled, as John Bellamy Foster was later to put it, 
"because of its narrow conception of reality and its mere acquiescence with 
the main drift of political events. Behind this kind of reality, in fact, lay a 
kind of opportunism." (Foster, 1990: 269) The press was participating too as 
rapporteurs and session hosts. Peter Fabricius and John Battersby from 
Independent Newspapers and Tim Sebastian from British Broadcasting 
Commission Hardtalk were down on the programme, the latter's 
participation encouraging thoughts of "the intellectual climate of the Blair 
entourage where policy-making is reduced to the manipulation of focus 
groups, struggle to the mobilisation of rival spin doctors, and success to the 
acquisition of a lucrative consultancy" (Callinicos: 1999: 86).  
 
Outside the protestors were unhappy with the idea of having to be cramped 
so far away from the delegates to the WEF. With some ingenuity they 
escaped the barricades behind which they had been caged and got onto the 
huge apron in front of the ICC. A few managed to enter the building with 
banners and posters via the unguarded back entrance.  The police arrived 
with a massive show of force and drove the protestors off the apron with 
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batons and snorting, charging horses. When one of the organisers of the 
WEF was approached by an incredulous member of the foreign media to 
respond to the police attack and asked about the right to protest in the "new 
South Africa", he pulled out the programme and, with a wry smile, pointed 
to a session on Friday 7th June entitled Taking Nepad to the People. The 
three South African speakers were Obed Mlaba, Mayor of Durban, Lionel 
Mtshali, Premier of KwaZulu-Natal and Gerrit van der Waldt from 
Potchefstroom University. The session was to be moderated by Peter Leon 
former leader of the Democratic Party (DP) in Gauteng and now 
chairperson, Ministerial Advisory Committee on Local Government 
Transformation. The WEF person said he could not understand the protests 
because the 'people' have been accommodated.     
 
It took a representative of the WEF to make me understand Hardt and 
Negri's idea of The People as "an organised particularity that defends 
established principles and properties" (2000: 316). This is succinctly 
summarized by Pithouse (2001: 14): “The People disciplined by the 
transcendent power of The Nation, The Market, The Leader, History and 
The Party.” 
 
The African National Congress (ANC) led transition was unfolding before 
me. Mbeki met Anglo-American, met NAIL, met Sanlam, met Thames 
Water. The 'parasitic' new ruling elite and the beneficiaries of old had 
already made common cause post-1994. Now they were making an alliance 
with the corporate raiders from the North seemingly "quite content with the 
role of the Western bourgeoisie's business agent" playing their "part without 
any complexes in a most dignified manner" (Fanon 1976:122).  
 
More seriously what I was witnessing was a change in the class referents of 
the ANC. Most particularly the rise in importance of the new Black 
bourgeoisie and corporate elite in the ANC's non class-based understanding 
of the nation and the concomitant marginalizing of the lower working class 
and the poor (Barchesi: 2002, personal communication).  
 
One of the protestors outside had a banner: RDP- Retrench Dismantle 
Plunder. Was this Hardt and Negri's multitude? There were people from the 
townships of Mpumalanga, Wentworth, Chatsworth, Umlazi and Kwa-
Mashu; students  from the University of Durban-Westville (UDW) and a 
host of Durban's free-floating radicals and activists.  They were loosely 
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organised into the Concerned Citizens Forum and, with a smile, often 
referred to themselves as the Poors. 
 
Among the protestors was Derek McBride. He is 70 years old now.  He is a 
mythical figure in the armed struggle that shook the apartheid state.  
Fiercely, yet beautifully hating of oppression, he is known first and foremost 
as a community activist and sage, always ready to stand up for a neighbour, 
a worker, an underdog.   He has flinty side, though.  He participated in a 
most daring rescue mission of a wounded comrade under armed-guard in 
hospital during PW Botha’s vicious state of emergency during the late 
1980’s.   He was convicted of terrorism and spent time on Robben Island.  
His son Robert, part of the same Umkhonto weSizwe special operations cell, 
spent time on death row.    
 
McBride lives in Wentworth. As the apartheid state ensconced white Durban 
in ‘pure’, pretty neighbourhoods, ‘Coloured’ people were uprooted from 
areas all across the city and from farms on the South Coast and corralled into 
Wentworth. Halfway between the Durban city centre and the airport, 
Wentworth is smack bang in the middle of South Africa’s second largest 
industrial area. Surrounding Wentworth are two petrochemical refineries 
(owned by Shell, BP, Petronas, and Engen/Exxon), seven hazardous waste 
dumps, a number of manufactured-fibre plants, a paper mill, chemical 
storage facilities, an airport and more than 150 smoke stack industries which 
live on the crude oil that wends its way, with many a spill, from an offshore 
buoy. 
 
When writer Bryan Rostron came to Wentworth in 1991 to write the story of 
the McBride’s he described the area thus: “The houses are mostly cramped, 
identical redbrick units, or mean corrugated-iron shanties, with dusty 
backyards piled high with discarded tyres, rusty fridges and disused car 
parts. At night, the Mobil (now Engen) Oil refinery glowed with a thousand 
pinpricks of light in the velvety dark, and its slender, fifty-foot chimneys 
belched out vivid flames like some cast starship from outer space. The 
refinery was heavily fortified with tall barbed-wire fences, concrete walls 
and commanding watchtowers with spy holes…By day, the oil refinery 
emits a constant plume of greyish-white smoke and sometimes by evening a 
sulphurous stench hangs over Wentworth. It is a cloying, acrid smell that 
bites deep into the lungs, and if the weather is particularly humid there is a 
pall of pollution so palpable it is like a dust storm or a very fine drizzle. 
Sometimes on the darkest nights, the chemical haze enveloped the whole 
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ghetto like a light shroud of mist. Wentworth was a Coloured area, and white 
people never came near it”.  
  
But that was apartheid. For Derek McBride the coming to power of the 
African National Congress (ANC), would start a process of profound 
change; not only in respect of the obvious rights Black people had never 
enjoyed like voting, freedom of speech and political opinion.  “Ke Nako!” 
was the ANC’s electoral slogan.  “Now is the Time” for those bread and 
butter rights to be attained that would really change the lives of the poor like 
a clean and safe environment.  This, McBride was happy to see, was 
included in South Africa’s first Bill of Rights.   
 

“Everyone has the right to an environment that is not harmful to their 
health or well-being”. 

 
What McBride did not factor in was that, together with other third 
generation human rights such as the fine-sounding phraseology of 
“…everyone has the right to have access to healthcare services including 
reproductive healthcare; sufficient food and water; and social security”, 
these rights were derogable, subject to the availibility of funds to give them 
real meaning.   The right to inhale air that would not send you to a premature 
grave was subject to the following qualification that read: “reasonable 
legislative and other measures that prevent pollution and ecological 
degradation, promote conservation, and secure ecologically sustainable 
development and use of natural resources while protecting justifiable 
economic and social development”. (my emphasis) 
 
Of course what words like “reasonable”, “sustainable” and “justifiable” 
mean is up for interpretation by the powers that be.  But with the ANC’s 
continued drift to the right in economic policy, epitomised by President 
Thabo Mbeki’s astonishing “call me a Thatcherite” confession, increasing 
emphasis has been placed on economic growth by largely unrestrained 
market-forces rather than on people-centred notions of what would 
constitute a healthy environment.  Mirroring the ebbs and flows of policy at 
a national level, industry and the ANC have quickly become bedfellows in 
the South Basin. The eThekwini (Durban) ANC appointed City Manager 
Mike Sutcliffe, in response to community protests to the expansion of toxic 
waste companies in the South Basin held that, “it was imperative for the city 
to become more sensitive to the needs of industry, which could locate to any 
country it chose… Economic growth is the key issue facing the country so 
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you can’t simply say to hell with expansion” (Business Report, 4/12/2002).  
That the expansion of industry had created hellish conditions for the 
residents of Wentworth, Umlazi and Merebank seems forgotten by the likes 
of Sutcliffe and others in South Africa’s new multi-racial political and 
business elite who have the resources to buy into South Africa’s first-world 
mink suburbs in which the greatest environmental concern that arises is 
when garden refuse is collected a day late.   
 
The sensitivity to the needs of industry which Sutcliffe champions is well    
demonstrated in the following statistic: of the approximately 3 700 
development applications sent to the provincial department of Agriculture 
and Environmental Affairs only one proposal was rejected outright.  
Colloquially, communities in the South Basin have now dubbed this 
Ministry, the Department of Rubber Stamps.  Department spokesperson, 
Sarah Allan, responded to community concerns in the South Basin by 
alleging that they were trying to “chase away development” using the 
environment as a “pretext”.  She also complained up the delays occasioned 
in the process by mobilisations against high pollution levels. Suggestions 
that community fears are exaggerated, coupled with demands for elaborate 
verifications of any adverse research findings is a favourite tactic on the part 
of developers.  As lawyers for community organisations complain, these 
developers are legally able to keep information (which they class as 
confidential or privileged) to themselves knowing very well that “voluntary 
community organisations with limited finances are expected to marshall 
technical expertise to rebut or question the wisdom of potentially-damaging 
development proposals within a very tight time-frame” (Mercury, 
4/12/2002). The community’s vigilance must be seen the context of an 
admission by Sapref, the largest oil refinery in southern Africa in early 2000 
that they had mistakenly under-reported its sulphur dioxide emissions by as 
much as 25% for the previous five years. The company’s estimate was 30 
tons a day (close to the 29 tons that a 1997 agreement with government had 
stipulated) while the actual amount was closer to 41 tons. (Daily News, 
1/2/2000).  Even information concerning the plethora of industrial accidents, 
spillages and explosions that occur within the Wentworth area is denied to 
community representatives.  In a scene worthy of Animal Farm, Allan’s 
defence to the charge of cover-up is that her department is bound by the 
apartheid-inspired National Key Points Act and other legislation which 
allows her to refuse to disclose commercially sensitive information in 
industries such as the petrochemical one.  It seems we are back to Mike 
Sutcliffe’s “sensitivity” again.  As Derek McBride points out, his voice thick 
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with irony, “the more things change the more they stay the same”.  And 
indeed, the sad fact seems to be that, in practice, commercially sensitive is 
equated with company public image.  
 
Although Court action under South Africa’s Promotion of Access to 
Information Act is possible, NGO’s working in this sphere work on a shoe-
string budget.  By the time these statutes have been invoked, the 
development is a fait accompli.  However, an unexpected source of 
vindication is a recent report by medical professors from the University of 
Michigan and the Nelson Mandela School of Medicine.  Their research 
suggests a pathogenic link between air-polluting industry in the South Basin 
and the incidence of respiratory disease in primary school children at the 
Settlers Primary School. Some 85% of the sulphur dioxide pollution 
measured at the primary school the study estimated emanated from just three 
sources-the Engen refinery, the Mondi paper mill and Sapref.   But, as is 
apparent from other struggles for human rights that have been waged in the 
post-apartheid era, one dare not rely on the Courts to be “progressive” or the 
government to implement a favourable order.  There are many 
jurisprudential tricks, it seems, with which to justify a limitation of the rights 
of the poor. 
 
The alliance posited above between the ANC and big-capital runs from 
national, to provincial to local government.  A recent pamphlet from the 
South Durban Environmental Community Alliance starts to identify this 
link:  
 

“South Durban communities condemn the unholy alliance between 
industry and the Mayor. On the one hand the Mayor of Durban (from 
the ANC) is refusing to prosecute industry for massive environmental 
disasters and on the other hand the MEC for the environment (from 
the IFP) is allowing expansion of production and building of 
hazardous installations without even having full Environmental 
Impact Assessments”. 

 
The development in the South Basin was carried out at the instigation of 
white business interests, with the aggressive support of local and national 
government during the days of apartheid. This meant the uprooting of whole 
communities in the South Basin. In Clairwood for example the population 
declined from 50 000 in 1960 to 5000 in 1970. This ‘creative destruction’ 
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was done under the code words of scientific management, implemented by 
planning bureaucracies at local government. 
 
With the government earmarking the South Basin as a priority development 
zone, the continuities with the old are stark. The alternatives for the 
communities are also out of the dusty social-engineering text-books in City 
Hall. Relocation, voluntary or otherwise.   People living in an area known as 
the Barracks in Wentworth where rows upon rows of poorly built and 
narrow dwellings exist, giving the impression of fowl runs, have been 
threatened with removal to a place some distance from the city centre in 
dwellings so badly built and cramped and isolated that they have been 
dubbed toilets in the veld. For the poor in today’s South Africa, development 
has meant moving from a fowl run to the lavatory. Engen has started to buy 
up property around the plant and is gradually industrialising greater and 
greater parts of the South Basin habitat. 
 
It is not as if there is not a lighter, if farcical side, to the narrative of City 
Hall’s supine attitude towards big business in Durban.  The Deputy Mayor, 
Logie Naidoo, weighed in with his own solution learned from a recent trip to 
Houston, Texas.  Plant trees around the two major oil refineries. A local 
journalist retorted:  
 

“We all like a tree, don’t we? They beautify our environment, house 
all manner of colourful birds-and provide a vital function for male 
dogs everywhere…But a solution to the toxic soup which hangs 
dangerously over South Durban?…Excuse me but this sounds like a 
smokescreen to me. Tell the oil refineries to clean up their act, 
perhaps. Have legislation passed that prohibits them from doing what 
they damn well please…I sometimes think these politicians cannot see 
the wood for the trees.” ( Mercury, 30/8/2002). 

 
But endemic and chronic asthma at rates 4 times the national average is no 
laughing matter.  A suspiciously high incidence of blood and lung cancers is 
neither.    An environment conducive to the well-being of each citizen is the 
promise of the new South Africa but stunted children, choking air and a 
repellant aura is the reality for those living in Wentworth.   
 
Derek McBride muses that, at one stage during the armed struggle, rocket 
launchers had been used on one of the refineries.  “It wasn’t me”, he says 
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with an impish grin, “but somedays I regret that mission wasn’t given to 
someone with better aim”.   
 
INSIDE THE TRANSITION 
  
The integration and deracialisation of the economy with accompanying 
liberalization and marketisation has wrought significant economic changes. 
The African middle class and professional class have grown considerably 
while a small economic elite is furiously consolidating (Whiteford and Van 
Seventer, 1999:36). Habib and Padayachee have recently commented on the 
impact of the economic policies implemented by the ANC since 1994 on the 
‘insiders’ of the transition:  
 

“Some like conglomerate (white) business, the aspirant black 
bourgeoisie, and black professionals have benefited in the short term 
from the imposition of neo-liberal economic policies. The 
conglomerates have benefited from the tax concessions, the lowering 
of inflation, and the privatization programme. They have also 
benefited from steady exchange control liberalization (which has 
permitted the outward flow of increasing amounts of South African 
capital abroad) and from the opening up of new export markets and 
some new investment opportunities, especially in Africa and Asia. 
The aspirant black bourgeoisie has benefited from the privatization of 
public enterprises, the voluntary asset swaps from domestic white 
companies, and from the partnerships established with foreign 
investors that has become mandatory by government regulations. 
Black professionals have also benefited from promotions and more 
open employment practices as companies scramble to fulfill 
affirmative action quotas” (Adam& Padayachee, 2000: 25). 

  
Central to the transition also is the impact on the composition of the South 
African working class wrought by the macroeconomic strategy of the ANC. 
A recent Reserve Bank report has shown that wages for skilled workers have 
steadily grown as well as productivity (Mail and Guardian, March 28 to 
April 4 2002). The report also discerned a growing gulf between the 
unionised and better skilled on the one hand, and marginalized South 
Africans on the other (Mail and Guardian, March 28 to April 4 2002).   
What is on the increase over the last decade is ‘atypical' or ‘non-standard’ 
(temporary, casual, contract, part-time) forms of employment that heralds 
the ubiquity of a relatively unstable, and non-unionised workforce (Barchesi, 
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2002: 7). Figures indicate that presently full time occupations employ little 
more than 40 per cent of the economically active population, which 
decreases to approximately one-third of the African population (NEDLAC, 
2000). Studies of the retail sector have indicated significant wage and 
benefit differences between permanent and atypical workers. “In this sector, 
hourly wages of full-time permanent workers (unionized at 90%) of R9.68 
compare to R6.68 for casual employees (unionized at 37%) while a monthly 
wage for a normal 45 hrs/week for permanent workers of R 1774.85 
compares to R641.28 in the case of a 24hrs/week for casual workers” 
(Barchesi, 2002:8).    
 
Alongside this one has spiralling unemployment. In 2001 University of Cape 
Town economist Haroon Bhorat wrote that "the job creation performance of 
the formal economy has been abysmal" (Bhorat, 2001:23). This conclusion 
has been supported by later studies that have pointed to the escalating job 
loss and unemployment. At the end of March 2002 Statistics SA reported 
that the official unemployment rate jumped three percentage points rising 
from 26,4% to 29,5% (Mail and Guardian, March 28 to April 4 2002). At 
the same time research on unemployment conducted by the Norwegian 
Development Agency put the unemployment figure at between 32% and 
45%. The research found that a quarter of the currently unemployed lost 
their last job because of retrenchment or business closure; and that half the 
job seekers have never worked before (Mail and Guardian, 1 to 7 March 
2002).  
 
According to the 1996 Census the poorest 40% of our population got less 
than 3% of the national income, while the richest 10% enjoyed over 50% 
(Coleman and Tregenna, 2002:25). The poorest 40% of African households’ 
economic situation has progressively worsened over the last decade (Marais, 
1998; Saul, 2001). It can be estimated that a fifth of urban households have 
no electricity and a quarter have no running water while four fifths of rural 
households have neither.  This led Minister of Social Development Zola 
Skweyiya to, in a rare moment of politician straight talk, reflect after visiting 
a number of townships and rural areas that socio-economic inequalities were 
getting worse: "The consequence is the rich are getting richer and fewer 
whilst the poor are increasing in number and getting even poorer" (Hazelton, 
2001: 39). Ironically, inequality has been exacerbated by the lack of state 
support (like a social wage) with South Africans aged between 7 and 59 
(women) or 64 (men) totally cut-off from any form of social security. This 
translates into over 13,8 million people in the poorest 40% of South Africa’s 
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households not qualifying for any social security transfers (Coleman and 
Tregenna, 2002:25). This means that the poor have had to largely come to 
rely on themselves for survival.  
 
This then is the economic location of the Poors - the unemployed and lower 
working class. In regard to the latter a Poverty and Inequality Report 
commissioned by the government reveals that 45% of self-employed 
workers earn less than the poverty line (76% of these are African) (May, 
2000:80). Barchesi (2002: 9) makes the telling point that unemployment in 
itself is only partially accountable for working class poverty: “the existence 
of huge areas of working class poverty in the South African 
society…indicate(s) an enduring, structural inability of waged employment 
to satisfy basic necessities for life and household reproduction”. Take the 
recent example a group of 60 retrenched workers from the footwear industry 
in northern Kwa-ZuluNatal who have re-entered the workforce by working 
for an entrepreneur who pays them R1 for every shoe made. According to 
one of the workers Lungile Ngubane: “What you get paid depends on how 
many shoes you can make a day, but I would say on average I make R50 a 
week” (Business Report, The Sunday Independent, July 28, 2002).      
 
The Poors are increasingly elaborated by these objective conditions but it 
would be a mistake to paint them as acting reflexively and instinctively to 
declining economic conditions in the way they have because this will excise 
the subjective factors: the ingenuity, the newness, the mistakes and 
inspiration that have forced them out of the niceties that the small miracle 
enjoins.   
  
The Neo-liberal squeeze at the ‘local’ 
 
The Poors have been spewed out by the transition.  It is the Poors who have 
opposed the water and electricity cut-offs and evictions, and who have 
begun making connections between their situation and that of people first in 
Soweto and Tafelsig but then also in Bolivia, South Korea, America's 
prisons, Zimbabwe and Chiapas. But the Poors have no grand ideology.  
They are actors on a local stage, squaring off against home-grown villains 
like Operation Masakhane.  The latter is touted as "part of a drive to 
normalise governance and the provision of basic services at the local level. It 
aims to persuade people across South Africa that they must contribute to this 
process through participation and by paying for housing and 
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services"(RSA,1995). But where would the money come from to pay for 
commodified services?. 
 
In the most comprehensive study of affordability David McDonald found a 
serious crisis:  
 

"If for example, 18% of the seven million people who are reported to 
have been given access to water since 1994 are unable to pay their 
water bills 'no matter how hard (they) try', then 1.26 million of these 
new recipients are unable to afford this water and an additional 1.2 
million have to choose between paying for water and buying other 
essentials like food. Similar percentages apply to the 3.5 million South 
Africans who have been given access to electricity"(McDonald, 
2002:9). 

 
As part of the process of 'normalisation' the prescriptions of the Growth, 
Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) programme have witnessed " a 
fundamental shift away from the 'statist' service delivery models of the past 
where the state subsidized and delivered municipal services (albeit in a 
racially-biased manner), towards a more 'neo-liberal' service delivery model 
where the private sector (and private sector principles) dominate. In the 
latter model, the state acts as a service 'ensurer' rather than a service 
'provider' and municipal services are 'run more like a business', with 
financial cost recovery becoming the most effective measure of 
performance" (McDonald in McDonald and Smith, 2002,1). These 
developments have seen the costs of basic services escalate.  This in turn has 
caused increasing cost-recovery mechanisms such as disconnections of 
water and electricity to occupy the attention and energy of the local state as 
opposed to delivery in the first place.  Between 1999 and 2000 for example 
some 75,400 water-cut-offs occurred in the Greater Cape Town area (Smith 
in McDonald and Smith, 2002: 41). In Soweto after the 1999 general 
election some 20 000 houses had their electricity supplies disconnected 
every month. Brian Johnson, the manager of Eskom indicated that "the aim 
is to disconnect at least 75 per cent of Soweto residents.” (Mail and 
Guardian, 6 to 12 April, 2000) Since 1994 some 10 million South Africans 
have had their water and electricity cut-off for non-payment, while two 
million have been evicted from their homes for the same reason (McDonald: 
2002, 3). 
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Sociologist Ari Sitas in looking at the cholera epidemic in KwaZulu- Natal 
which in less than ten months starting in the second half of 2000 had a count 
of 176 deaths and 83 624 infected, has shown how ‘cost-recovery’ cuts 
across the government’s challenge to the apartheid state’s medical model: 
 

“(T)he apartheid state, armed with a controlling ideology and a 
medical model was alarmed in the 1980s that cholera researchers were 
declaring the epidemic as being related to apartheid policy. For them 
the problem was ‘water-borne’…In  its controlling paradigm the state 
decided to provide safer sanitation in some of the most affected areas, 
to stop the contagion. The new government, being a stringent critic of 
the old medical model, committed itself to preventative medicine but 
also, following a neo-liberal protocol of cost recovery, turned the taps 
off in the very same areas because people couldn’t pay…the latest 
outbreak began in the area of Ngwelezane where the Uthunlungu 
Council switched their access to clean water off” (Sitas, 2002: 5). 

 
While the government  “is democratic enough” to rush in medical resources 
Sitas accurately concludes “it has cut itself off from a possibility to deal with 
conditions of long-term deterioration” (Sitas, 2002: 5). 
 
Rise of community movements 
 
As the ANC’s assault on the poor resulted in more and more evictions, 
disconnections and retrenchments, a variety of new community movements 
began to arise. Hesitantly at first, movements began to arise to challenge the 
water and electricity cut-offs, the evictions and lack of land redistribution. 
The rise of these movements based in particular communities and evincing 
particular, mainly defensive, demands, was not merely a natural result of 
poverty or marginality but a direct response to state policy.  
  
The state's inability or unwillingness to be a provider of public services and 
the guarantor of the conditions of collective consumption has been a spark 
for a plethora of community movements. While the movements mobilize 
around diverse demands like land titles, water and electricity supplies, 
access to housing and health facilities, the general nature of the neo-liberal 
emergency concentrates and aims these demands towards the state. What 
was starting to develop in a series of mobilizations was reminiscent of what 
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Manuel Castells writing on Latin America came to call "militant 
metropolitan dwellers" (Castells, 1982:250). 
 
Recent social movement activity has been motivated by social actors 
spawned by the new conditions of accumulation that lie outside of the ambit 
of the trade union movement and its style of organising.   
 
What distinguishes these community movements from political parties, 
pressure groups and NGOs is mass mobilization as the prime source of 
social sanction. This evokes Charles Tilly's definition of social movements, 
as "a sustained interaction between a specific set of authorities and various 
spokespersons for a given challenge to those authorities" (Tilly, 1984: 305). 
This, of course, as Tilly emphasizes, should not occlude the range of tactical 
and strategic interventions (or 'action repertoires') that social movements 
develop over time.   
 
The rise of community movements has seen the emergence of the family as a 
fighting unit unlike union membership, which is based on the individual 
worker. In fact many of the Poors accept the conditions of the sweatshops 
and low wages without much of a fight. They attempt to top up their wages 
by not paying for services and organise militantly around this issue and the 
state is directly brought into the conflict. Much like Hobsbawm's  (1959: 
110-111) 'City Mob' whom he describes " as the movement of all classes of 
the urban poor for the achievement of economic or political changes by 
direct action - that is by riot or rebellion".   
 
Alongside the development of community movements and the tactic of 
direct action has also been the onset of  "quiet encroachment" (Bayet: 2000). 
This refers to: 
 

" the silent, protracted and pervasive advancement of ordinary people 
on those who are propertied and powerful in a quest for survival and 
improvement of their lives. It is characterized by quiet, largely 
atomized and prolonged mobilization with episodic collective action-
open and fleeting struggles without clear leadership, ideology or 
structured organization" (Bayet, 2000: 24).  

 
These encroachments are often given tacit encouragement by community 
movements or serve as a catalyst for collective organization. 
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The Poors concentrate on fighting in their own locality and are often 
animated by the immediacy of the situation. When the challenge to water 
cut-offs or evictions does come it is fought with intensity:   
 

"The aim and the program of each spontaneously constituted group is 
local liberation. Tactics are mistaken for strategy. The art of politics is 
simply transformed into the art of war; the political militant is the 
fighter. To fight the war and to take part in politics: the two things 
become one and the same" (Fanon 1976: 107).  

 
I have seen in Mpumalanga families that have lost kin in the so-called 
Inkatha Freedom Party/United Democratic Front war of the 1980s and 90s 
link up and fight the imposition of water meters.  
 

"This people who have lost its birthright, that is used to living in the 
narrow circle of feuds and rivalries, will now proceed in an 
atmosphere of solemnity to cleanse and purify the face of the nation as 
it appears in the various localities. In veritable collective ecstasy, 
families which have always been traditional enemies decide to rub out 
old scores and to forgive and forget. There are numerous 
reconciliations" (Fanon 1976: 105).  

 
I have witnessed across Durban how the campaign to demand a R10 flat rate 
for basic services was built. Poors with no resources went to different areas 
and addressed meetings. The Chatsworth contingent were received with 
scepticism and then prolonged applause in the African township of Umlazi. 
In a bewildering couple of weeks Wentworth met Umlazi met Mpumlanga 
met Chatsworth met Mount Moriah. The socialist students fresh from being 
banned at UDW were everywhere. Printing pamphlets, talking to the youth, 
acting as protection from the goons of the ANC Youth League. The Poors 
have spread across the country. In Soweto the Soweto Electricity Crisis 
Committee (SECC) have through Operation Khanyisa, meaning switch-on, 
stymied the impact of Eskom’s disconnection by reconnecting electricity of 
residents.  
 
These movements, in fact, have appropriated and updated methods of direct 
action coming from the tradition of civic associations’ opposition to 
apartheid. ‘Illegal’ reconnections and boycotts belong fully to this repertoire. 
However, these are now put at the service of a resistance against the 
commodification of public goods where the formation of subjectivity and 
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solidarity is largely responsive to specific and highly differentiated local, 
household and biographic conditions, rather than to the unanimist mythology 
of nationalist or working class narrations. Supporters of these movements 
come from a multitude of ’unemployed, single motherhood, community 
defender, abandoned, neighbour, factory worker, popular criminal and rap 
artists’(Desai, 2002), which are hardly identifiable on the basis of the 
appellations that had sustained the anti-apartheid struggle. At the same time, 
the collapse of waged employment in these communities makes the unitary 
nature of the ‘working class’ a highly problematic concept, both as a vehicle 
of emancipatory visions and as an organisational model. Moreover, since the 
new social movements tend not to consider waged employment as a main 
source of citizenship and social insertion, their expectations for socio-
economic redress and a ‘dignified’ life defy a state-based developmentalism 
that remain, instead, central in left imagery inside COSATU and SACP. 
Rather than delegating their notion of citizenship to institutionalised 
dispensations and codifications, they tend to experience it as a permanently 
fluid field of contestation. Many in the official left, as in the case of 
COSATU, can dismiss these dynamics as ‘single-issue’, ‘particularistic’ and 
‘confused’. It is however unquestionable that the rise of new social 
movements in democratic South Africa interrogates the established left in 
one decisive respect: its ability to redefine the field of what is ‘possible’ and 
‘feasible’. The following section will analyse in greater detail the dynamics 
that have accompanied these processes in a particularly significant locality. ( 
Barchesi, Desai and Van Heusden, 2003). 
 
 
Mandela Park: Setting the Context 
 
Almost every article about the townships outside Cape Town begins with the 
haunting juxtaposition of the squalid conditions in which people live and the 
majestic views of Table Mountain and Devils Peak that can be seen over the 
shanty roofs.   Cameras like to zoom out from a shot of the mountains to a 
vantage point amidst the misery of a wet and hopeless squatter camp. 
 
The thing that distinguishes the townships most from the suburbs of South 
Africa is the inadequate housing.  Not only are the houses small and poorly 
constructed but there are simply not enough square metres of roof to cover 
the heads of all of those expected to live there.  Of course, water and 
electricity services are terrible too.  There are almost no parks and facilities 
and the general infrastructure is poor.  But it is the struggle for somewhere to 
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sleep and stay warm and dry that really defines the existence of the people 
living on the bleak and windswept plains of the Cape Peninsula. 
 
With the advent of constitutional democracy it was expected that the 
position of the poor all over the country would improve.  Only the very 
cynical did not assume that the position of the residents of Gugulethu and 
Khayelitsha, the townships in the Cape Peninsula where Africans lived, 
would receive particular attention from a developmental state.  Here a strong 
ANC voting bloc provides the ruling party with the only real foothold in the 
Western Cape province against entrenched white and minority interests.  
Indeed the election of 1994 floated by on a tide of emotion and historical 
vindication with Khayelitsha voting for the ANC in percentages above 80%.  
The 1999 general election that would install Thabo Mbeki as President in the 
place of Nelson Mandela was a far less emotional affair.  It was fought and 
won on a basis of concrete promises of social development. The slogan 
beneath the strained smile on Thabo Mbeki election posters was “a better 
life for all”.   
 
The social backdrop against which promises of a better life in a house of 
their own were made was the virtual collapse of the local manufacturing 
economy; particularly the textile and clothing industry. In terms of GEAR, 
tariff barriers were dismantled allowing cheap goods produced in East Asian 
sweatshops to flood the country and for agricultural produce from the North 
to be dumped here.  Not only wages were affected.  Social income was 
subject to merciless variation. GEAR reduced childcare grants, the only 
source of income for the many single-parent families in townships.  Pensions 
too were kept at their dismal apartheid levels.  All the while, Government 
insisted on payment of school fees, lights and water accounts while, at the 
same time, privatising services like train-transport and health-care.   
 
All of this is not to say that the ANC government did not push ahead with 
various delivery and upliftment projects accompanied by much speechifying 
and lavish state TV coverage.  However, the motor for the programme of 
mass housing delivery, as in other areas, was the private rather than the 
public sector.  Notions of a public-private partnership and a “mobilisation” 
of mortgage bond finance were taken as the way forward.  It was quite 
startling that this model represented, in so many ways, the very housing 
policy of the reforming National Party government during the late 1980’s. 
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Mandela Park, 2002 
 
In Mandela Park (Khayelitsha) houses were built from 1986 with residents 
getting mortgages from banks and the houses being developed by private 
contractors. Riding on the mass mobilizations of communities, residents 
demanded that their houses -- which often immediately started to crumble, 
had cracks and rising damp and were left unfinished -- be upgraded. When 
this failed to produce results, residents instituted a boycott of bond 
repayments. The apartheid state, fearing a violent backlash that would feed 
into rampant United Democratic Front [UDF] support, was hesitant to 
attempt mass evictions and so the banks found it difficult to act on 
judgments it had obtained against defaulters. This trend continued into the 
first few years of the ANC coming to power. However as the ANC itself 
entered into relationships with banks and private developers and became 
itself ideologically committed to notions of cost-recovery, so the banks 
became more confident to act on bad debts.  
 
In Mandela Park this process began on the first anniversary of Mbeki’s 
assumption of office when the Sheriff of the Court started arriving at houses 
with attachment orders.  Emboldened by successful evictions in other cities 
as well as political support for the ANC-aligned South African National 
Civic Organisation (SANCO), the Cape Town Unicity embarked on a 
vigorous campaign of eviction during 2001.  Significantly, at about this 
time, SANCO was offered a 20% share-holding in Khayelethu Home Loans 
(Pty) Ltd, the company that provided finance for, guess what, home loan 
debt in Khayelitsha.  
 
In Mandela Park, the first swoop of eviction had 20 families on the street 
and no real resistance to speak of.  But, as in other cities, a social movement 
arose to confront these attacks on the poor.  While the issues in 
Johannesburg centred on electricity cut-offs,  the issues in Cape Town more 
closely resembled the situation in Durban where evictions were the prime 
evil.   At first meetings in Mandela Park consisted of small groups of 
affected homeowners who got together more in an attitude of despair and 
disbelief than militance.  In fact, it was very difficult to summon up an 
attitude of defiance.  First, this was the so-called legitimate government and 
police force effecting the judgments.  Second, relatively few families were 
affected.   
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But Khayelitsha is rich in trade union activists with experience of asserting 
life against the cold logic of  power-play.  Now, they began to put these 
well-honed skills to use in their community.  Solidarity also arrived from 
activists from the WCAEC, whose members in the coloured area of Tafelsig 
in Mitchell’s Plain had been confronted by evictions the year before.  The 
WCAEC people brought very few resources with them but the fact that a 
well-developed anti-eviction discourse existed was a great boost to the 
Khayelitsha people.  No sooner had they formed their own anti-eviction 
chapter than even more people received notice that they were to be dumped 
on the streets.  Supported by a number of city-based NGO workers, trade 
unionists and free-floating left activists, the Anti-Eviction Campaign started 
operating at two levels:  exploring the legal prospects and starting a 
programme of mass mobilisation.  Just as had occurred in areas of Mitchells 
Plain, the WCAEC soon, through a succession of well-attended meetings, 
became rooted within Mandela Park.  When a sustained attack came a 
powerful, if grim, insurgency was born.    
 
Of the approximately 33000 low-cost housing bond defaulters in South 
Africa as at the end of 2001, some 2000 reside in Khayelitsha.  The Western 
Cape Government’s attack on the poor of Khayelitsha at the beginning of 
2002 was swift and brutal. In January up to 130 people were evicted a day.  
In contrast to the situation in Durban, it was not city-council rental stock that 
was at issue.  The complainants were banks.  Banks are important, even 
revered.  When the bank’s lawyers get nasty, the state must be seen to hop to 
give effect to their Court orders lest boardroom whispers begin about South 
Africa’s commitment to the rule of law.  There’s no real danger, though.  
Government seems to relish this role. Evictions are supposed to be followed 
by relocation to smaller houses in informal areas far outside the community. 
This process is described as ‘rightsizing’, the idea being that residents who 
find living in two-roomed houses beyond their means should be evicted and 
relocated to more affordable, and far more poorly serviced, one-bedroom 
houses. (see Oldfield and Stokke, 2002: 20).   
 
By the middle of 2002 the residents of Mandela Park began to organize 
against evictions. At first the Mandela Park Anti-Eviction Campaign  
(MPAEC) sought to talk to the banks and the Provincial Minister of 
Housing.  They pleaded that their houses be fixed and that the government 
must buy back the land from the banks upon which their houses were built.  
This was so that they may enjoy the benefit of a state housing subsidy.  All 
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attempts at meetings with the MEC (provincial minister) for Housing, a 
portfolio held by the ANC, and the banks were rebuffed. 
 
The community slowly came to realize that their desire for meetings and 
dialogue with bank and government representatives was not bearing fruit . 
This realization set in train a series of militant actions. At the beginning of 
May community members burnt down two houses that the banks had 
repossessed. This was a catalyst for a series of public meetings where an 
entirely new tactic was born.  Instead of burning down repossessed houses, a 
tactic that was obviously militant yet somehow admitting of defeat, they 
decided to rather move the evicted back in to their homes.  “Seize our 
homes, seize our lives” was the provocative chant that went up in 
Khayelitsha; a chant that would become a widespread practice, inspiring 
people all over the country and earning local activists the rage of the state.  
 
 But before that happened, the MPAEC was still on the roll.  On 30 May 
2002, 250 community members from Mandela Park, Khayelitsha occupied 
the ground floor National Building Society (NBS) offices in St Georges 
Mall, Cape Town.  It is hard to remember when last a bank had been 
occupied in South Africa.  Most of the occupiers, the majority of whom were 
pensioners, faced eviction the following week. Their situation was desperate 
as they had to pay back R500 a month. Their monthly pension stood at 
R540.    
 
On 12th June the MPAEC organized an occupation of Khayalethu Home 
Loans company and refused to let the manager leave until the company’s 
head office in Johannesburg agreed to attend a meeting which Khayalethu 
had previously promised, but failed to attend.  
 
On 26th June some 300 MPAEC and Tafelsig AEC members converged on 
the Western Cape provincial parliament to get a date for a meeting with 
ANC MEC for Housing Nomatyala Hangana. The police responded by firing 
teargas canisters into the crowd and arresting 44 people from Mandela Park 
and Tafelsig, 24 men and 20 women. The 44 were charged with trespassing 
and summoned to appear in court for trial on July 26th 2002.   
 
The banks responded by applying for an interdict against MPAEC and four 
members of the organization including the chairperson Max Ntanyana. 
Unopposed because of the lack of resources, the interdict prevents the 
respondents from, among other,  preventing evictions, persuading or 
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inducing others to do the same, and directly or indirectly inducing or 
encouraging any person to occupy property.  It was not fully appreciated at 
the time that this interdict would lay the basis for lengthy periods of 
incarceration of MPAEC activists not far into the future. 
 
When the Sheriff of the court arrived to repossess the clothes of a woman 
pensioner who owed R800 on her water account, the community organized 
to defend the pensioner. The police moved in firing rubber bullets and 
teargas. Twelve people were arrested including MPAEC chairperson Max 
Ntanyana. Despite some suffering injuries after being hit by rubber bullets, 
they were held overnight in police cells and denied medical attention. The 12 
appeared in court the next day, 11 were released on bail while a juvenile 
held overnight illegally was released without charge.  But by now Max 
Ntanyana was a familiar face in the Khayelitsha Court.  Sitting in the back of 
the court-room was a police-officer who had publicly stated that he regarded 
the MPAEC as an enemy of the state.   
 
In 2002 the ANC took control of the Western Cape provincial government 
when the New National Party (NNP) left the previously ruling Democratic 
Alliance (DA) and moved directly into an alliance with the ANC. Now in 
the driving seat and with much fanfare, the ANC announced a moratorium 
on evictions. This though was followed by an amazing attack on the 
WCAEC. The new Community Safety MEC, Leonard Ramatlakane, a 
leading member of the SACP, announced that he had instructed the 
provincial police commissioner to restore stability to Khayelitsha “and deal 
with the anti-eviction group, which is behaving as if it is representing the 
state…It is manipulating the real concerns and real problems of the 
community and should be brought to order” (Cape Times, 8 November 
2002). Ramatlakane did not elaborate on what the real concerns and real 
problems were.  The WCAEC response was direct: “Why is there so much 
emphasis on criminalising people who are living in poor circumstances? 
Lets open debate on the issue of housing and let’s not talk about not having 
money while we spend millions on weapons and jets”. (Cape Times, 11 
November 2002). The catalyst for the ANC’s attack was the MPAEC’s 
practice of reinstating those evicted and rightsized even if the beneficiaries 
of this reinstatement strategy are people like 80-year-old Mrs. Ncama, card-
carrying ANC member and care-giver to 5 children who was ejected from 
her flat on the 25th July 2002 (MPAEC, press statement, 25th July 2002).  
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In addition to the practical gains of the MPAEC, the political culture of its 
meetings continues to evolve. Meetings of hundreds of people remain a 
place where people can put their heads together, and discussion is extremely 
practical, drawing on the many varied strengths of the community. The 
culture, promoted by some in the liberation movements, of simply 
applauding speakers on a platform, has been decidedly broken. People 
openly speak of the political nature of this form of organisation (twice-
weekly mass meetings, designation of delegates rather than representatives). 
In the words of one activist: “we want to make decisions – not make 
leaders”. Max Ntanyana was arrested again in August 2002 on charges of 
participating in a strike in violation of the interdict granted a year earlier. 
But the MPAEC is far bigger than an individual.  With Max in jail, protests 
became even more forceful.  Police cars were burnt, more and more people 
reinstated and meetings composed of hundreds convened. But  the irony of 
the community struggles is that residents have to fight a ‘revolutionary’ 
struggle to keep themselves in apartheid’s satanic ghettoes. As the diary of 
events in Mandela Park illustrates, life in neo-liberal South Africa remains, 
for the poor, a permanent state of emergency. 
 
The Mandela Park community has been engaging in militant action for a 
year now. The MPEAC meetings have grown to over 600 residents from an 
initial base of around 250. Anti-eviction committees have sprung up in other 
areas of Khayelitsha. The language of the meetings too has changed as the 
state increases repression. It has moved from calling on the ANC to 
intervene to an outright condemnation of the ANC. This realization has been 
reinforced by links made with the Concerned Citizens Forum in Durban and 
the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee in Johannesburg, cities where the 
ANC dominates local government but acts brutally against poor 
communities and is treated as the enemy by these communities. 
 
While radical community movements have fought militant struggles to ward 
off evictions and the like and challenged the nation-building script of the 
ANC, the battles remain defensive, localized and particularistic. This is both 
their strength and weakness. In less than a decade the mystique of national 
liberation has been exposed, but the struggle to weave self-sustained 
networks of counterpower is just beginning. Already in Mandela Park the 
community has started a school and forced the Department of Education to 
recognise it. There is a deliberate attempt to go beyond the single issues of 
disconnections and evictions and begin to create ‘thicker’ networks in the 
community. 
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What about the organized working class?  
 
The transition to democracy was underpinned by corporatism. This involved 
big unions, big business and the state. Conflict was to be institutionalized. 
The political had to be controlled by the ANC or its allies in the Tri-partite 
Alliance. The right-ward shift of the ANC, however, has from time to time 
been challenged by the leading trade union federation, COSATU, working 
within the rubric of the Alliance. However, the latter's attempts to advance 
its interests is so highly ritualised, domesticated within the ANC Alliance 
and otherwise institutionalised that COSATU shows little inclination to act 
outside and against the major policy decisions of the ANC.    
 
In this regard Foweraker (1995: 41-43) in his analysis of the Latin American 
social movements makes the following points: "whereas the labour 
movement developed a formal organization, sought political integration and 
political rights, and operated within the political system, new social 
movements are supposed to employ direct action, promote changes in 
dominant values, and move mainly within civil society". While labour 
unions "are seen to have a centralised hierarchical and often clientilist 
structure, the organization of the new movements is variously described as 
decentralized, non-hierarchical, anti-oligarchial, open, fluid, spontaneous 
and participatory" (Foweraker: 1995, 41-43). These comments are apposite 
for the way many social movements are organized in South Africa at the 
moment and for the way that trade unions have come to operate.  
 
Crucially COSATU sees its alliance with the ANC as the bulwark against 
job-losses by tempering the worst excesses of neo-liberalism. Conflict is 
channeled through tripartite (business, labour and state) corporatist 
structures.  
 
Dale McKinley has likened the leadership of the SACP and COSATU to  
 

"a rabbit whose eyes are transfixed by the oncoming headlights of a 
fast moving vehicle, numbed by the sheer intensity of what appear to 
be the unshakeable 'headlights' of the 'liberation movement'. All the 
while however, the ANC leadership has proceeded apace, to further 
entrench (de-racialised) capitalist relations of production and 
distribution. In the process, and with the assistance of the leadership 
of the SACP and COSATU, they have actively attacked any 
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concomitant critical questioning and engagement with the substance 
behind such rhetoric" (McKinley, 2000: 57).  

 
COSATU did take a principled position against Mbeki’s genocidal AIDS 
denialism and has taken principled positions on issues like the oppressive 
Swazi monarchy and the Mugabe dictatorship. But when it comes to 
opposition to the neo-liberal nature of the transition COSATU acts to 
contain and domesticate dissent. The editor of The Sunday Independent and 
Mbeki insider John Battersby acutely commented at the time of the SACP 
2002 Congress:  
 

“When the chips are down, the SACP does not represent the landless 
and the homeless masses anymore than the ANC or COSATU 
represents the unemployed masses, whatever the rhetoric might say 
about the ‘poorest of the poor’…the alliance represents an elite and 
emerging middle class…” (The Sunday Independent, July 28 2002).  

 
The recent South African Municipal Workers Union (SAMWU) strike 
though does indicate a fertile ground for the Poors and the working class to 
link up. Many shop-stewards of SAMWU, especially in the Western Cape, 
are integrally involved in community movements. The privatisation of 
services means SAMWU workers face the spectre of both job losses and 
increases in charges for basic services merging in the immediate identities of 
municipal employees and township residents. It is also significant that the 
strike took place against the local state, which also is the target of the 
community movements. The strike brought to public attention the growing 
gap between municipal managers and workers. In Durban the newly 
appointed Municipal Manager and former ANC Member of Provincial 
Parliament Mike Sutcliffe has a package of R800-000 and a performance 
bonus of R500-000 (Sunday Tribune, July 7 2002). At the same time the 
local governments were refusing to take the minimum wage from R1900 to 
R2200. If one considers the salary of a worker at R2000 a month it would 
take a worker some 40 years to earn what Sutcliffe would earn in a year. If 
one takes into consideration that the average life expectancy of a person 
born in South Africa has tumbled from 64 years in 1996 to 53 years by 1998, 
and one takes an average starting age of 18 for a municipal worker, then the 
worker would not earn in a whole lifetime what Sutcliffe earns in one year! 
(Nicholson, 2001).  
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Slater makes the point that “the territorial state, in global times, tends to rest 
on an increasingly fragile and precarious ground, with pressures from below 
often opening up fissures in its territorial control, whilst the globalisation of 
financial, economic and cultural power increasingly impinges on the nation-
state from above” (Slater, 1997: 261). 
 
The state in South Africa has less vulnerability because of the ANC’s image 
as a liberator. This is aided by the fact that it makes grand statements around 
the free delivery of services. Also, through having proportional 
representation parliamentarians are also not accessible or accountable to 
local constitutiencies. 
 
The local state, though, is vulnerable. It is the entity that advances the water 
and electricity disconnections, evictions and the loss of jobs through 
privatization. A majority of the councillors are elected through wards 
making them both accessible to communities and open to direct attack. It is 
not surprising that it is at this level the ‘Poors’ have challenged the neo-
liberal transition.  
 
In attempting to make sense of the transition it is useful to think of the idea 
of politics and the political:  
 

“Politics has its own public space; it is the field of exchanges between 
political parties, of parliamentary and governmental affairs, of 
elections and representation and in general of the type of activity, 
practices and procedures that take place in the institutional arena of 
the political system. The political…can be more effectively regarded 
as a type of relationship that can develop in any area of the social, 
irrespective of whether or not it remains within the institutional 
enclosure of ‘politics’. The political then is the living movement, the 
kind of ‘magma of conflicting wills’, or antagonisms; it is mobile and 
ubiquitous, going beyond but also subverting the institutional settings 
and moorings of politics” (Slater, 1997:266). 

 
The Poors operating in the political have created a scandal by deliberately 
engaging in actions that create instability and disorder. The Poors, or what 
others have variously called the "multitude", "the unwaged", "slaves-in-
waiting", the "metropolitan militant", "the mob" and "the wretched of the 
earth" have come to constitute the most relevant social force post-1994 from 
the point of view of challenging the prevailing political economy. The 
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community movements of the Poors have challenged the very boundaries of 
what for a short while after the demise of the apartheid state was seen 
exclusively as "politics". In the month of July 2002 for example one had 
residents of an informal settlement in Lenasia “protesting against their 
forced removal, cheer as they burn an election poster bearing Mbeki’s face; 
the Landless People’s Movement occupies Gauteng Premier Mbhazima 
Shilowa’s office amid an angry protest over land; and rent defaulters on the 
Cape Flats stone a truck involved in evictions, and try to necklace a driver” 
(The Sunday Independent, 28 July 2002). They have also added to the cast 
many new actors associated with the play of politics in South Africa.  The 
poor are not just involved in recognition, or the discovery of the right 
policies, or the creation of the right administrative framework, or even the 
goodwill of power-holders. They are challenging the very distribution of 
power in society and are doing so in ways that do not stick to the gradualist, 
corporatist, and nation-building script. 
 
Back to the beginning 
 
On Thursday the 12th June 2003, community movements and most notably 
the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) marched on the World Economic 
Forum under the banner of the eThekwini Social Forum. COSATU remained 
absent. The march was preceded by a ‘Speak Out’ that involved people from 
the townships of the city.  
 
Compared to the year before there were considerably more protestors. Over 
a thousand. But the march was less militant, less confrontational, less 
challenging the year before. There is clearly a price to be paid for broad 
coalitions.  
 
Significantly the Anti-Privatisation Forum (APF) was represented by Trevor 
Ngwane signifying the growing linkages between the CCF and SECC/APF. 
Denis Brutus from Jubilee South also made his annual pilgrimage bringing 
the story of the World Social Forum held in Brazil to the masses of Durban. 
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Afterwards a discussion was held on where to for community movements by 
a small group of activists. Do they participate in the forthcoming elections 
was the central issue? Opinions remain divided. What was unifying was the 
need to contest the neo-liberal drive of the ANC and how community 
movements are central to that fight. 
 
Central because in a context where full-time wage employment is part of the 
everyday life of just one third of the African labour force, and with an 
unemployment rate estimated at 35% of the economically active population, 
the organisations and forms of solidarity that had once translated insertion in 
waged employment into popular expectations for citizenship and democracy 
are facing a slow but dramatic decline. This undermines the organisational 
power and coherence of trade unions as necessary partners with the ANC in 
the process of constitutionalising wage labour as a central disciplinary 
mechanism in society. Out of this contradiction is emerging an expanding 
variety of social actors that are voiceless within institutions of societal 
mediation and constitutionalisation of waged labour, and for which waged 
employment is not part of any reasonable life strategy, let alone views of 
citizenship and social integration. As a matter of fact, for new areas of 
working class poverty even access to a low and irregular wage no longer 
provides adequate access to water, electricity and housing that are 
increasingly privatised and inaccessible at market prices. New, potentially 
explosive spaces of demands, solidarity and contestation that a diversified 
range of radically un-constitutionalised social subjects are ready to inhabit 
are opening up.(Barchesi, Desai and Van Huesden, 2003). 
 
 
 
Concluding remarks  
 
Most importantly community movements have subverted “the traditionally 
given of the political system-state power, political parties, formal 
institutions-by contesting the legitimacy and the apparently normal and 
natural functioning of their effects within society” (Slater, 1997: 263). The 
Poors are a source of tremendous potential counter power, if not counter-
politics. 
 
In 1993 a Sanlam inspired scenario planning exercise entitled Platform for 
Investment held that “it is not the downtrodden, starving ‘down and outers’- 
the worms that turn-who start revolutions, but people who await a better life 
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but then suddenly find their aspirations frustrated. Most unemployed people 
have depressed aspirations.” As Patrick Bond laconically commented what 
the Platform was signaling, was that the unemployed should be ignored for 
they do not pose a threat to the system (Bond, 2000: 64). 
 
It was advise that the ANC appeared to believe. But the unemployed would 
not be ignored. They have built strong community movements, joining with 
the lower working class in challenging the very structure of the ‘political’. 
The irony is that the Poors have fought bloody battles to hang on to the 
satanic ghettoes that apartheid bequeath.  
 
If community movements are to grow and spread and build a culture of 
revolutionary confrontation, they have serious challenges to confront in the 
immediate future. The Poors face an ANC which sensing the growing 
combativeness of the Poors  and has started to differentiate the ANC from 
government and the ANC as a liberation movement, not to challenge the 
former but to try and head off challenges emanating from outside corporatist 
structures. The latter have started to take to the streets. The ANC Youth 
League marched on June 16 2002 demanding jobs and ‘entrepreneurial’ 
skills. In Durban a city the ANC controls, the organization has taken to the 
streets calling for free water, blaming water disconnections on white 
conservative bureaucrats! Given the resources the ANC has and the 
continuing mystique of freedom fighters, their intervention in a territory that 
the community movements were starting to hold exclusive sway, poses a 
real challenge. Alongside this there has been increased repression. The 
Regulation of Public Gatherings Act of 1993 gives police and civic 
authorities far reaching powers in preventing and even banning mass 
demonstrations.  The recent arrest of National Land Committee and Landless 
People's Movement members in Ermelo is a particularly graphic example of 
the repressive use of this Act.  So too is the purported banning of at least two 
Anti-Privatisation Forum marches and the breaking up of the peaceful 
assembly outside the Durban ICC during the WEF in June 2002. When 
members of the Western Cape Anti-Eviction Campaign held a protest 
outside the provincial parliament on 27th June 2002, the police fired teargas 
into the crowds, arrested forty-four members and charged them with 
trespassing. Fifty SECC members face charges of public violence and 
trespassing. Eight residents from Wentworth face charges relating to a march 
on the local police station. These actions led Ebrahim Harvey to comment 
that “(T)he black ruling elite has not hesitated to act against protestors with 
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the jackboot that we are so familiar with under apartheid” (Harvey, 2002: 
42). 
  
Beyond the immediate challenges, the Poors have serious questions, which 
strike at the heart of a longer-term project. How do they link up with the 
militant unions like SAMWU? How do they broaden their movement into 
rural areas that are either marked by a absence of basic services or when 
they do arrive are commodified in a manner putting it out of reach of the 
intended consumers? Why have the Poors struggle for basic services and 
against evictions not linked in an organic way with the Landless People’s 
Movement? Is land not a basic service and is not the fight against banks and 
against the selling of council housing, like land invasions, a direct attack on 
the edifice of private property? If this is the case why are the links not being 
made? What is to be their relation to the formal institutional sphere of 
‘politics’? In particular should they contest elections at least at a local level? 
How are connections to be made with similar struggles in Zimbabwe, in 
Mexico, in Argentina, in Indonesia and with those movements directly 
taking on the IMF and the World Bank on the streets of Seattle and Genoa?  
How do the Poors turn their actions that have remained defensive (fighting 
bloody battles to stay in the apartheid ghettoes) into demands that take the 
offensive against the neo-liberal state? One of the dangers is that the very 
success of campaigns like Operation Khanyisa is that it leads to 
demobilization because once people have their lights switched on, they do 
not see the need for the collective. It also serves the purpose of reducing 
anger because people now have lights and water. This is the danger of 
remaining localized, particularistic and single issue focused. The state faced 
with collective resistance and exposes at a public level, simply retreats from 
the more militant areas and moves to areas less organized.  
 
This should not detract from the challenge the community movements have 
made to the ANC government. They have fought off the state’s hired guns to 
prevent evictions and disconnections. In Cape Town, Durban and 
Johannesburg the reconnection of water and electricity by community 
movements has reached ‘epidemic’ proportions, reappropriating basic needs 
and creating no-go zones of decommodification. They have put 20 000 on 
the streets at the World Summit on Sustainable Development. This is a 
struggle that already has heroes, legends and martyrs. 
 
*Aspects of these arguments have appeared in Neoliberalism and Resistance 
in South Africa, Monthly Review, January 2003 and will appear in John 
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Jordan (ed.). We are Everywhere, Verso Press, The New Internationalist and 
with Barchesi and Van Heusden in the Italian based journal DeriveApprodi. 
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